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SkySync Analyzer

Discover, analyze and deliver unprecedented insight into any
enterprise-wide migration or integration initiative.
Interrogate enterprise content—
anywhere and all at once
Organizations have little insight into one of their most
valuable assets -- content. It is an immense operational and
technical challenge to determine precisely how much
content exists, its structure, makeup, and location.
SkySync’s highly-scalable analyzer is purpose-built to
simultaneously interrogate thousands of file storage
endpoints and repositories, no matter if they are in the cloud
or on-premises, within remote office networks, ECM systems
or even user PCs.

Deep insight into file metrics, structure
and sharing behaviors
SkySync gathers a wide array of file statistics and visualizes
the data into easy-to-read, configurable dashboards. Sort
and analyze content by:
Physical location
Type
Age
Permissions
Most shared
External sharing metrics
Configured reports can be displayed and utilized to initiate
SkySync file transfers.

Content without boundaries.
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Identify and group flagged files
SkySync identifies any files that may cause transfer issues
and automatically flags, groups and notifies system
administrators of any files that the platform cannot
transform to resolve.
The analyzer provides the root cause for the flag, as well as
recommendations on how to repair the file.

Incredible execution and speed
The advanced analyzer employs the same underlying
high-speed/high-scale platform engine that powers
SkySync’s file transfers.
Leveraging the engine, this dramatically reduces file
discovery time—interrogation that once took weeks or
months now takes mere hours.
Within ideal environments, SkySync can discover and
interrogate up to 200 terabytes/day.

Precisely predict outcomes and timelines
SkySync will assess for source and destination platform
compatibility and precisely predict the outcome of any file
migration, copy, or sync operations between those platforms.
The analyzer estimates completion timelines for the entire
organization, by any department or even by individual user.
You’ll know exactly what will happen during your file
transfers, before moving a single item.

SkySync enables the world’s most successful enterprises with total control over and unbounded access to their content,
empowering their evolving modern workforce. We connect disparate storage platforms, unite silos of information, and
synchronize content spread across the enterprise—at scale. We enable our customers to achieve singular access and unified
control over their content, so they can support the evolving needs of a modern workforce.
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